Abstract. In this paper, radiative fluxes for 10 years from 11 models participating in the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project Phase 5 (CMIP5) and from CERES satellite observations have been analyzed and compared. Under presentday conditions, the majority of the investigated CMIP5 models show a tendency towards a too-negative global mean net cloud radiative forcing (NetCRF) as compared to CERES. A separate inspection of the long-wave and shortwave contribution (LWCRF and SWCRF) as well as cloud cover points to different shortcomings in different models. Models with a similar NetCRF still differ in their SWCRF and LWCRF and/or cloud cover. Zonal means mostly show excessive SWCRF (too much cooling) in the tropics between 20 • S and 20 • N and in the midlatitudes between 40 to 60 • S. Most of the models show a too-small/too-weak LWCRF (too little warming) in the subtropics (20 to 40 • S and N). Difference maps between CERES and the models identify the tropical Pacific Ocean as an area of major discrepancies in both SWCRF and LWCRF. The summer hemisphere is found to pose a bigger challenge for the SWCRF than the winter hemisphere. The results suggest error compensation to occur between LWCRF and SWCRF, but also when taking zonal and/or annual means. Uncertainties in the cloud radiative forcing are thus still present in current models used in CMIP5.
Introduction
The sun is the most important energy source for the planet earth. Its energy is the main driver of earth's dynamics, which involve winds, ocean currents, evaporation/precipitation, etc. It is therefore a basic prerequisite that the amount of solar energy received from the sun, and the amount that is reflected and radiated back from our planet, are adequately represented in models so that the earth's energy budget is correctly represented.
The earth's energy budget is approximately in equilibrium as seen over the past few years and over the entire earth, i.e., the outgoing long-wave radiation nearly balances the incoming absorbed shortwave radiation.
Clouds have a strong impact on the radiation budget of the earth. They increase the global reflection 15-30 % (e.g., Wild et al., 2013) , causing the albedo of the entire earth to be about twice of what it would be in the absence of clouds (Cess, 1976) . Clouds also absorb the long-wave radiation emitted by the earth's surface and emit energy into space at the temperature at the cloud tops (e.g., Ramanathan et al., 1989) .
Cloud radiative interactions also represent a large source of uncertainty in the understanding of past and future climate changes because of potential variations in the cloud characteristics of the earth. Quantifying the impact of clouds on the earth's radiation budget has been the subject of intensive research for several decades (e.g., Schneider, 1972; Charlock and Ramanathan, 1985; Rossow and Zhang, 1995; Raschke et al., 2005) . One of the measures that has been increasingly used to assess the radiative impact of clouds is cloud radiative forcing (CRF). Cloud radiative forcing is calculated by subtracting top-of-the-atmosphere (TOA) upward all-sky fluxes from corresponding clear-sky fluxes: rlut -rlutcs for long-wave and rsutcs -rsut for shortwave.
Cloud forcing thus is negative for the shortwave component, where clouds generally have a cooling effect, and positive for the long-wave component, where clouds generally have a warming effect. A recently published paper by Probst et al. (2012) shows that the global mean cloud fraction (CF) in the CMIP3 models, averaged from January 1984 to December 1999 , exhibits a considerable variance and generally underestimates the CF as given by the International Satellite Cloud Climatology Project (ISCCP) D2 data set in a latitudinal belt from 60 • S to 60 • N (see Fig. 1 in Probst et al., 2012) . Ichikawa et al. (2012) used ISCCP and Earth Radiation Budget Experiment (ERBE) observations to evaluate the CRF over tropical convective regions for CMIP3 models. They showed that most of the models systematically overestimate the shortwave CRF and underestimate the longwave CRF over regions with weak vertical motion. Wang and Su (2013) compared CMIP5 atmospheric general circulation model (AGCM) data with CERES Energy Balance And Filled (EBAF) satellite data and demonstrated that modeled CRF shows the same deficiencies as presented in Ichikawa et al. (2012) . In addition, they pointed out that models strongly underestimate shortwave cloud radiative forcing (SWCRF) over the subtropical stratocumulus region, while long-wave cloud radiative forcing (LWCRF) is strongly underestimated in regions of strong subsidence. Comparing CMIP3 and CMIP5 data with CERES EBAF, Li et al. (2013) found a persistent systematic underestimation (overestimation) of reflected radiative shortwave (long-wave) upward flux at TOA over convectively active tropical regions. Trenberth and Fasullo (2010) showed that CMIP3 models have a positive bias in the absorbed solar radiation over the surface of the Southern Ocean (between 45 and 60 • S) which is most likely due to an underestimation of the cloud amount. Wild (2008) came to the conclusion that the IPCC-AR4/CMIP3 models show a tendency to overestimate the downward solar radiation and underestimate the downward long-wave radiation at the surface. Wild et al. (2013) found that the IPCC-AR5/CMIP5 models still show a similar uncertainty range on the order of 10 W m −2 for the major surface energy balance components, as well as a tendency to overestimate the downward solar radiation and underestimate the downward thermal radiation, respectively.
Uncertainties in CRF can have far reaching consequences. For example Ceppi et al. (2012) analyzed CMIP5 data, finding that a substantial fraction of the biases in the latitudinal position of the jet can be explained by anomalies in midlatitude (40 to 60 • S) shortwave forcing due to clouds, meaning that models with anomalously negative cloud shortwave forcing tend to exhibit an equatorward bias in jet latitude. Huber et al. (2011) , analyzing the constraints on climate sensitivity from radiation patterns in climate models, state that the LWCRF and the SWCRF show a high positive and negative correlation with the total cloud amount and the atmospheric water vapor. This implies that having a radiative balance different from reality is likely accompanied by a bias in the above mentioned species.
In this study, we focus on the intercomparison of CMIP5 models and observational data from the Clouds and the Earth's Radiant Energy System (CERES, Wieliecki et al., 1996) , with an emphasis on cloud radiative forcing. Our goal is to compare CMIP5 models and the satellite data from CERES to quantify differences in the CRF at the top of the atmosphere, from the global to regional scale, and to analyze potential differences between the model and the satellite data.
Section 2 describes the data and the methods used in this paper, Sects. 3 and 4 provide the results and a summary with an outlook, respectively.
Data and methods
The CERES instrument is designed to provide a climate data set suitable for examining the role of clouds in the radiative balance of the climate system. CERES is able to measure the thermal radiation emitted from the earth's surface in the 8-12 µm window. The two other CERES spectral bands measure shortwave (0.2-5 µm) and total (0.2-100 µm) broadband radiation. Broadband long-wave radiation is estimated as the total minus shortwave radiation. Satellite overpass output products are given at the CERES field of view resolution (20 to 50 km), while all 3 h synoptic, daily, monthly, and yearly average products are made available on the CERES equalarea (140 km × 140 km) grid (Wielicki et al., 1995) . Further details about CERES can be found in Wielicki et al. (1995) . In the present work, the monthly mean TOA radiative fluxes of CERES for the shortwave and long-wave cloud radiative forcing are used, derived from Level 4 EBAF Ed2.6r products with a global grid resolution of 1 • × 1 • for 10 years (2000 to 2010) (Loeb et al., 2009) . For the cloud area fraction, the CERES SYN1deg Ed2.6 (Minnis et al., 2011) data has been used. Stubenrauch et al. (2013) stated in their paper that CERES, compared to the other satellite-derived data sets in their paper, shows a total cloud amount that is lower than the mean of the satellites analyzed in their paper.
The model data stems from GCMs participating in the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project Phase 5 (CMIP5), coordinated by the World Climate Research Programme in support of the Fifth Assessment Report (AR5) of the United Nations Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC). It is the most recent of these activities, and builds on CMIP3. The focus in this paper is on the long-term 20th century "all forcings" integrations which are usually started from multicentury preindustrial control (quasi-equilibrium) integrations. The long-term experiments are integrated using atmosphere-ocean global climate models (AOGCMs), the standard models used in previous CMIP phases (Taylor et al., 2012) . In this work, for the CMIP5 models, the monthly mean clear-sky and the all-sky long-wave and shortwave upward radiation data has been used to calculate the CRF, i.e., we have subtracted the all-sky data from the clear-sky data for a 10-year period (1995 to 2005) Ceppi et al. (2012) , who also used different time frames, i.e., CERES from 2000-2010 and 1979-2005 for the model data. Since the climate model simulations are not deterministic, such slight shifts in the analyzed period do not introduce any relevant additional biases. In this study, we compare the CERES data directly with the model data (see results section). We note, however, that more elaborate techniques using simulators exist (e.g., Bodas-Salcedo et al., 2011; Webb et al., 2001) .
The list of the CMIP5 models used here is given in Table 3 . We follow the practice adopted by other authors (e.g., Lauer and Hamilton, 2013; Li et al., 2013; and Ceppi et al., 2012) and examine only one ensemble member (r1i1p1). Quantifying differences between ensemble members for all the models and quantities considered here, and ranging from global means to seasonal maps, is beyond the scope of this paper. We note, however, that at least for the global mean values of the components of the earth's radiative energy balance, Wild et al. (2013) indeed found differences between models to be much larger than differences between ensemble members of the same model. For comparison with CERES data (see Figs. 2-4), the CMIP5 data were remapped onto the CERES grid. The focus in this paper is placed more on the geographical and seasonal distribution of differences between model and CERES data than on the physical interpretation of the differences.
Results

Global mean
The global mean cloud radiative forcing averaged over 10 years for the CMIP5 models as well as for CERES satellite data is given in Table 1 . The values in parentheses show the minimum and the maximum anomaly of the yearly values from the 10-year mean.
According to Table 1 , the global mean long-wave cloud radiative forcing for the CMIP5 models out of Table 3 spans from 20.7 to 30.7 W m −2 , whereas the shortwave cloud radiative forcing spans from −40.8 to −54.7 W m −2 . The longwave cloud radiative forcing (LWCRF) and the shortwave cloud radiative forcing (SWCRF) given by CERES are 29.5 and −47.5 W m −2 , respectively. Comparing these results, one can see that the majority of the CMIP5 models (7 out of the 11 models) have a too-strong, too-negative SWCRF. The LWCRF is too weak for most of the models (9 out of the 11 models), which indicates not enough warming of the planet due to LWCRF. The net cloud radiative forcing (NetCRF) given by the CMIP5 models is lower (more negative) in 11 out of 11 models than the results depicted by the satellite, with values spans from −19.9 to −28.9 W m −2 as compared to the CERES value of −18 W m −2 (see Table 1 ).
From Table 1 it can be further interpreted that nearly the same NetCRF can be obtained for largely different global cloud amounts. Several other papers, for example and Klein et al. (2013) , have also shown that models may not have the same cloud amount, yet have a CRF that fits well with the satellite data. Klein et al. (2013) , for example, state in their paper that even though the global annual average of the top-of-the-atmosphere NetCRF is close to zero compared to the satellite data, significant regional errors in the radiation field may persist. They also point out that one common error is having lower-than-observed cloud amounts with larger-than-observed values of the optical cloud thickness.
Specific model pairs displaying this behavior are CCSM4 and CanESM2, as well as GFDL and bcc-csm1 (both having nearly the same NetCRF but a widely different cloud cover). The first pair, moreover, even have nearly identical SWCRF and LWCRF, despite widely different cloud cover. A third set of models with nearly identical NetCRF but different cloud cover, LWCRF, and SWCRF are ACCESS 1-0, inmcm4, and IPSL-CM5A-LR. These findings indicate compensation of errors within single models on the global scale. Potential reasons why nearly the same NetCRF is obtained for widely different cloud cover include different cloud heights in the models (Zelinka et al., 2012) , different optical properties (Zelinka et al., 2012; Zhang et al., 2005; Klein et al., 2013) of the cloud droplets, or differences in the radiative transfer modeling (Collins et al., 2006) . Collins et al. (2006) , focusing on the forcing by well-mixed greenhouse gases in their radiative transfer model intercomparison, state that there are differences in the treatment of the radiative transfer among the models investigated in their paper, which might be one of the reasons for the different results mentioned in the above paragraph.
Having seen that globally, most CMIP5 models have a toonegative (cooling) CRF, we next turn to zonal means to identify particularly susceptible latitudinal bands. Figure 1 shows a 10-year average zonal mean for the SWCRF (upper left), LWCRF (upper right), NetCRF (lower right), all given in W m −2 ; and total cloud amount (CLT; lower left, given in percent) for the CERES data and two multi-model means, for a set of 30 CMIP5 models (see Table 3 ).
Zonal mean
As can be seen, the multi-model mean over our 11 selected models captures well the multi-model mean over the larger Table 1 . Global mean radiative forcing for the CMIP5 models and CERES satellite data averaged over 10 years. The abbreviation rlut stands for long-wave upward all-sky radiation at the top-of-the-atmosphere and rlutcs for clear-sky instead of all-sky. The abbreviations rsut and rsutcs are the same for shortwave radiation, respectively. Numbers in parentheses represent the minimum and maximum anomaly from the 10-year means compared with yearly values. set of 30 CMIP5 models for all four variables considered here. In this sense, our selection of 11 models is representative. Moreover, these 11 models are a representative selection out of the models in Table 3 . They cover, at least for the global mean values, the range of the models mentioned in Table 3 . The multi-model means, given as thick lines, show a better agreement with the satellite data than each single model run separately. This may be seen as error compensation across models when taking the multi-model mean. On the level of individual models, comparison of Fig. 1 with Table 1 shows that a comparatively good global mean value (e.g., NetCRF of −19.9 W m −2 in the ACCESS1-0 model) can be obtained despite substantial deficiencies of zonal means.
The multi-model mean NetCRF deviates particularly strongly from CERES between around 50 • S and 50 • N. Looking separately at LWCRF and SWCRF reveals that this too-negative NetCRF is due to too little (warming) LWCRF between 20 and 40 • (N and S) and a narrow band around 5 • N, as well as due to too much (cooling) SWCRF in the tropics (20 • S to 20 • N). In a region from 65 • S to 65 • N, cloud cover is essentially underestimated everywhere, except slightly south and north of the equator. Overall, it can be said that the zonal mean analysis shows that for the multi-model means, the largest biases for the CRF between the modeled data and CERES are in the equatorial tropical region (20 • S to 20 • N). Essentially all the models, except for the IPSL-CM5A-LR model, have a too-negative NetCRF in this latitudinal band as compared to CERES. This finding is in line with results by Nam et al. (2012) . They found that in the tropical region (30 • S to 30 • N) the so-called "too-few, toobright" low cloud problem exists in CMIP5 models, meaning that the reflected shortwave into space is overestimated by the models. The results presented in this subsection are Table 4 together with CERES data and the multi-model zonal mean for 10 years.
in concert with the results depicted in Wang and Su (2013) , i.e., both studies conclude that CMIP5 models produce less cloud amounts than observed, and that the good results in CRF are due to compensating errors. They state, furthermore, that over subtropical subsidence regions a weaker SWCRF is visible, similar to what is seen in our results.
Global maps
To further assess the differences between the CMIP5 data and CERES, we check whether the differences can be attributed to specific regions. For this, we look at each model separately, comparing it to the satellite data for the same variables already displayed in Fig. 1 . We consider again a 10-year mean, but this time look at global maps. Figures 2-4 show LWCRF, SWCRF, and the total cloud amount. Panels a-k show the difference between the specific CMIP5 model and the CERES data. The lower part of each panel shows the zonal means for both data sets' 10-year mean, again. The CERES data, averaged over 10 years, is shown in the lowermost right corner of each figure. All the data for the cloud radiative forcing are given in W m −2 , the plots for the cloud amount are given in percent. Note that satellites may have problems in the polar regions retrieving the correct result because the instruments may have problems distinguishing between clouds and ice cover. Therefore, we have to be cautious when looking at high-latitude/ice-covered regions.
Looking first at the LWCRF, Fig. 2 shows particularly large deviations (positive and negative) between the CMIP5 models and CERES in the tropics. The region around Indonesia as well as the tropical Pacific, regions of strong spatial gradients in the CERES data (bottom right panel), seem to be a particular challenge. Besides the strong influence of El Niño-Southern Oscillation (ENSO) in this region, Figure 2 . Long-wave cloud radiative forcing (LWCRF) for CERES and several CMIP5 models. Panels (a) to (k) show map plots for the specific CMIP5 models minus CERES data. In the lowermost right corner is the CERES LWCRF plot. All plots are given in W m −2 representing a 10-year mean. The color bar for the CERES LWCRF plot: −6 up to 70 W m −2 and for the difference plots: −52 up to 42 W m −2 .
another reason for these deviations is suggested in Mechoso et al. (1995) and Michael et al. (2013) , the latter authors studying the CMIP5 models. They found that the majority of the CMIP5 models exhibit cold biases in sea surface temperature in equatorial oceans, which is redolent of an Intertropical Convergence Zone split. This can affect the precipitation and the cloudiness over the ocean (Li and Xie, 2012) , which influences the CRF. Also, the LWCRF off the Somali coast is frequently overestimated. Models deviate in both directions from CERES: LWCRF can be both over-(reddish) and Table 3 . List of CMIP5 models used for the "Multi-model mean larger set of models" plot in Fig. 1 . CMIP5 models in bold font are the models used for the rest of the plots. underestimated (bluish) by the models. In fact, the multimodel zonal means (Fig. 1) show mostly good agreement with the CERES data in the tropics. Compared with CERES, the model from France, IPSL-CM5A-LR, is the only one showing higher zonal mean values in the LWCRF all the way from the southern polar region up to the northern polar region. From Fig. 2h , it can be further interpreted that this overestimation is not restricted to any particular longitude but is rather global in nature. The SWCRF in Fig. 3 shows an overall similar picture, except that the sign of the model deviation with respect to CERES is more consistent across models: SWCRF is mostly stronger (bluish) in the models, which carries over to the multi-model zonal mean shown in Fig. 1 . The dip in SWCRF in the Pacific just north of the equator is missed by a number of models. Also clearly apparent is the underestimation in subtropical stratocumulus regions off the west coast of South America and, to a lesser degree, North America and South Africa, a well known deficiency of global climate models (also, see for example the recent publications by Lauer and Hamilton, 2013, and by Wang and Su, 2013) .
Regarding the total cloud amount (Fig. 4) some of the models show substantial differences compared to CERES observations. The differences are not only visible over the equatorial region; they are also visible throughout the whole globe. Most of the models simulate less cloud amounts than seen in the satellite data. Interestingly, some CMIP5 models change to an overestimation around the equator where the ENSO region is situated. Zhang and Jin (2012) demonstrated the existence of a systematical narrow bias in the simulated ENSO meridional width for sea surface temperature anomaly in CMIP5, i.e., the models show less intense precipitation in this region leading to more clouds. Bellenger et al. (2014) also identifies that the precipitation over the equatorial Pacific is poorly represented in the CMIP5 models, showing that the models still struggle to represent cloud processes.
However the cloud cover gives a bigger bias than the SWCRF or the LWCRF compared to satellite data, has also been found in Lauer and Hamilton (2013) . They state, that the reason why the LWCRF and the SWCRF fit better to observations is because these variables affect directly the global mean radiative balance of the earth. Therefore, model developers may focus on the tuning of these variables (Lauer and Hamilton, 2013) . The liquid water path and the ice water path strongly determine the total cloud amount and these two variables still show biases compared to the observations (Lauer and Hamilton, 2013) . It is therefore not a big surprise that the total cloud amount fits less well with observations than SWCRF and LWCRF.
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Seasonal maps
In this subsection, we check whether the differences between CMIP5 data and satellite data are more pronounced when looking at different seasons, i.e., December/January/February (DJF) and June/July/August (JJA), again for 10-year means. We start with a look at Table 2 , where seasonal cloud radiative forcing values are given for the different models. The absolute value for global NetCRF is larger during DJF than during JJA, in concert with the larger TOA incoming values during winter, when the earth is closer to the sun. Differences in NetCRF between DJF and JJA tend, however, to be smaller in the models than what is observed by CERES. Also, interestingly Table 2 shows that on the seasonal level there exist models whose NetCRF is less negative than the CERES data (three in DJF, two in JJA). This contrasts with all models having a too-strong NetCRF as compared to CERES if the annual mean is considered. For the LWCRF and SWCRF, the overall picture is similar for JJA and DJF than in the annual mean: 3 out of 11 models underestimate the LWCRF, both in JJA and DJF, while 2 out of 11 models underestimate the SWCRF, again for both seasons.
To get a better idea of the geographical origin of the differences between models and observations, we look again at maps. Even though we analyze all the models given in bold font out of those in Table 3 , three models from the list, representing a selection from different countries and different resolution, are taken as examples (GFDL, MIROC5 and MPI-ESM-P), subtracting the CERES data from the modeled data. The results of this comparison are presented in Figs. 5 and 6. The four upper panels of Fig. 5 show the differences for the long-wave cloud radiative forcing as compared to CERES in W m −2 for DJF, as well as the absolute CERES values. The four lower panels show the same quantities for JJA.
Looking first at LWCRF during the Northern Hemispheric winter, i.e., DJF (upper part Fig. 5 ), large differences compared to CERES are visible in the equatorial Pacific and northeast of Australia, especially for the MPI-ESM-P model, depicting the largest underestimation of more than 45 W m −2 . The Southern Hemisphere, the summer hemisphere during DJF, shows almost no bias; the only exceptions are seen in the GFDL and the IPSL-CM5A-LR (not shown) model. There, we see an overestimation over Antarctica and northwest of Australia of about 20 W m −2 and up to 40 W m −2 , respectively.
The plots for JJA (lower part Fig. 5 ) show larger differences compared to the satellite data. In all the models, one region is clearly visible in a latitudinal band from about 20 • N to 20 • S. There, the models show a more pronounced overestimation, up to 45 W m −2 compared to the satellite data in the Pacific. Three of the models, the MPI, GFDL, and inmcm4 (not shown) show a negative bias around the equatorial Pacific. The other region where all models show a positive bias is at the coast of Antarctica. A potential explanation here may be a different representation of sea ice among the models which has also been noted by Turner et al. (2013) , who said that the sea-ice extent over Antarctica has not been represented correctly over the last 27 years. The CMIP5 models show a negative trend while the observations show an increase over the last 30 years. Yamanouchi and Charlock (1997) show in their paper that a smaller sea-ice extent leads predominantly to a smaller albedo which leads then to more long-wave emission, giving rise to an increase in the LWCRF. The overestimation is less pronounced than in the above mentioned latitudinal band but still visible.
Turning now to SWCRF, Fig. 6 , one can see that differences are generally more pronounced in the summer hemisphere than in the winter hemisphere. The largest differences occur over the continents and at the coastal regions. The GFDL model depicts the highest overestimation at the coast of Antarctica of up to 100 W m −2 , whereas the MPI and the IPSL-CM5A-LR models (not shown) show a slight underestimation in the same region, which again might be due to a different representation of the sea ice in this region. Overall it can be said that the Southern Hemisphere during DJF shows more differences than seen in the Northern Hemisphere during the same time.
The plots for JJA, presented in the lower part of 
Sea/Land maps
Finally, we analyze the CMIP5 data separately for land and sea, to see whether biases are systematically larger over land or over sea. Given the maps in Figs. 2-4 , one might expect larger deviations over sea (tropical Pacific) than over land. Again, all the models out of Table 3 given in bold font are analyzed in this section. The results for these three models are depicted in Fig. 7 , where the land-only plots are represented on the left side and the sea-only plots are shown on the right side. The uppermost row shows the SWCRF, the middle row the LWCRF, and the lower row the total cloud amount. The plots depict differences between the modeled data and the satellite data for a 10-year annual mean as well as absolute values from CERES given as a starred line. The results for the CRF are given in W m −2 . Results for the cloud amount are given in percent.
From Fig. 7 it can be interpreted that the line plots, representing the differences between the models and the satellite data for SWCRF, tend to be closer to each other over land than over sea, especially in the Southern Hemisphere. An exception is the IPSL model, which shows clearly the largest differences to CERES in the mid-latitudes over land and over sea. Both scenarios (land-only and sea-only) tend rather towards a negative bias from the equator to the mid latitudes. At higher latitudes, the models show a tendency to be more positive over sea than over land. For the LWCRF, differences between the models and the satellite data are again slightly larger over sea than over land, especially in equatorial regions. The bias for the CMIP5 models over land is mostly negative, whereas over sea the models show a more equal distribution, i.e., about one half have a positive bias and the other half show a negative bias seen over both hemispheres. Finally, the difference plots for the total cloud amount shows, on the one hand, that the CMIP5 models mostly underestimate the total cloud amount in both hemispheres and, on the other hand, that models start to diverge strongly among themselves polewards of about 40 • . In all three variables analyzed in this section, model deviations from CERES data show much more structure (variation with latitude) over tropical seas than over tropical land. This is in line with the observation stated earlier (Figs. 2-4 ) that large deviations between models and CERES are apparent over the tropical Pacific. Nevertheless, global differences over the sea are not generally larger than over land. 
Summary and discussion
In this paper we have analyzed the commonalities and the discrepancies of the SWCRF, LWCRF, and NetCRF, as well as cloud cover between CMIP5 models and CERES satellite data for a 10-year period representing the presentday climate. We looked at global means, zonal means, land-versus-sea, and 2-D maps, as well as annual, JJA, and DJF means.
We have found that none of the models are consistent with the CERES data for all four variables considered. Models that come closest to the NetCRF as measured with CERES (e.g., inmcm4 and ACCESS1-0) show large inconsistencies if SWCRF and LWCRF are considered separately. This finding may point in the direction of compensating errors, meaning that too-strong SWCRF is compensated with too-weak LWCRF. We also identified model pairs with nearly the same NetCRF despite widely different cloud cover values. Modeled cloud cover as such can be as low as 46.3 %, as compared to 61.3 % measured by CERES. This bias likely originates from model tuning, where typically for pre-industrial conditions, model clouds are adjusted such as to reach a topof-the-atmosphere radiative energy balance close to zero in the long-term global mean. A similar conclusion is drawn in Cole et al. (2011) and Webb et al. (2001) both using the optical thickness of the clouds and different cloud top heights for their analysis. Both papers indicate that their models show, on the one hand, a good CRF compared to the satellite data, but, on the other hand, biases in the cloud amount which points, according to Cole et al. (2011) and Webb et al. (2001) , to compensating errors.
The analysis of the zonal means reveal that the LWCRF and the SWCRF agree better with CERES than the total cloud amount, which shows a large spread throughout all latitudes. The deviation of modeled NetCRF and CERES NetCRF is found to be a composite of both deviations in LWCRF and SWCRF: LWCRF is typically too small (too little heating) between 20 • and 40 • N and S, whereas SWCRF is too large (too much cooling) around the equator, between 20 • S and 20 • N.
Regional distribution of SWCRF and LWCRF (see Figs. 2  and 3) show the largest discrepancies in the tropical Pacific. Some minor discrepancies are visible over the high latitudes. The same is true for the total cloud amount (see Fig. 4 ), meaning that the largest bias is visible over the tropical Pacific. Differences between models and CERES are, however, not generally larger over sea than over land.
Looking at the seasons, we see that for the SWCRF the winter hemisphere in absolute units fits better to CERES than the summer hemisphere, which is not unexpected because the absolute values are smaller during winter. No such clear picture emerges for the LWCRF, where we see differences compared to CERES during summer and winter. The analysis of the sea/land maps, shown in Fig. 7 , reveal no clear sea-land pattern of deviations between CERES and CMIP5 data. From the results presented in Sect. 3, we can say that despite consistent improvements in complexity and resolution of the models, none of the CMIP5 models presented here fits perfectly to the satellite data. Most of the models show a large bias in sea-ice regions, the tropical Pacific, and subtropical stratocumulus regions (Figs. 5 and 6 ). An accurate representation of clouds and their radiative effects still remains a challenge for global climate modeling.
